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ABSTRACT
Contained in this document are some significant

research references, suggestions for materials useful in
individualized instruction, and a rational and description of a
freshman writing program for college students needing remedial help.
Some of the problems faced by composition teachers are presented,
followed by a literature review of research materials aimed at
increasing the teacher's knowledge of the student's writing
difficulties. To help students learn to write effectively, emphasis
is placed on an understanding of grammar and syntax. The
comprehension function of language interrelated with theory is
stressed so that students experience building their knowledge in
sequential steps. Several examples of the instructional materials
used in the program are discussed, and the efforts to individualize
instruction through the use of tutors are explained. (RB)
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I am firm.

You are obstinate.

He Is a pig-headed fool.

Bertrand Russell once gave these statements as the conjugation of an

"irregular" verb on a British Broadcasting radio program. Shortly afterward,

The New Statesman and Nation offered prizes to readers who sent in other

"irregular" verbs of this kind and then published the following:

I am sparkling. You are unusally talkative. He is drunk.

I am beautiful. You have good features. She isn't bad-looking, if you

like the type.

I am a creative writer. You have a journalistic flair. He is a pros-
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perous hack. (Hayakawa, S.I. Language in Thought and Action.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1964, p. 9;.1

Not only do these "conjugations" demonstrate connotation of words, but

they are also examples of our preoccupation with ourselvs and of our differ-

ences in perceptionthe way we see the world. Another example of these dif-

ferences is the drawing by W. E. Hill, a cartoonist. He entitled it "My Wife

and My Mother-in-law." (Hill, W. E., "My Wife and My Mother-in-law," Puck,

November 6, 1915.) As jou look at the picture, do you see the young wife?

Or do you see the mother-in-law? If you find both of them, then try to see

one, then the other, alternating rapidly, until finally you see both of them

at the saln: time. It is this kind of flexibility all of us have to develop

if we are to come near to understanding what another person's world is like.

In our classrooms we have to see not only the group of twenty-five to fifty

students before us, but we have to see each one of them and know each one of

them individually. In most classes, even when students have been assigned to
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them by placement test scores, we find a wide range of academic backgrounds,

abilities, and motivation. Some write fluently and effectively with very

little help, but others can hardly put a single word on paper. Our challenge

then is to help them to become effective writers. We can accomplish this

goal by identifying students' individual needs, determining what a writing

course should be, and organizing a tutoring program.

After teaching conventional classes in paragraph writing for three years,

I became thoroughly disenchanted because I ended each semester knowing that

I had not been able to reach some of the students--those who probably needed

my help the most. Although I had made appointments with them to see me after

class or in my office, they seldom came. Their writing was extremely poor,

in some cases, illiterate. Looking back now, I realize that many probably

cA.:Id not read satisfactorily or understand many of the words I spoke.

My feelings of frustration were not unique. My colleagues were having

similar experiences. The only way to give these students the instruction

they needed was to place them in a course introductory to the paragraph writ-

ing course. In 1969, then, I began teaching sentence writing, a nine-week

session that consisted of two one-hour lectures a week to 150 students at

one time, and then meeting an additional six hours a week with jroups of 50

for two hours with each group.

After a long, unsuccessful search to find a simple, yet detailed, pub-

lished text, I wrote the first version of Commanding Communication, my text,

which was published this year as Commanding Sentences by Scott, Foresman and

Company. It consisted of eighteen lessons, exercises, a pretest and a post-

test based on instructional objectives. I also produced 350 transparencies

that I used during lectures as I discussed aspects of language. The lessons

were actually notes, mimeographed for the students, together with blanks for
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them to fill in after I had explained a concept. By showing them the answer

on a transparency, I VOS able to give them feedback immediately so that they

could correct their notes and then use them as a basis for doing the exercise

following the lesson.

About a third of the students coold keep up with the lectures and seemed

to enjoy them. But the remaining two-thirds needed much more help. As a

result, I arranged with a friend of mine at California State University,

Sacramento, to send upper division and graduate students to act as tutors dur-

ing two workshop sessions a week. Most of the students did well with this

individual help, but there was still a large enough number who could not com-

prehend what I was explaining during the lecture that I knew 1 needed a solu-

tion. It was simple. I
discarded lectures completely the next year and

devoted twelve hours a week to the workshop sessions.

As I
became very sensitive to the discomfort and discontent of students,

I continued making changes and adjusting requirements to fit their needs, but

I was careful not to be swayed by their every whim and, as a result, deprive

them of the firm support and guidance they needed to continue in the course.

About the time I was experiencing some success and resolving problems, three

men--Robert Frew, Richard Guches, and Robert Mehaffy--joined our staff in the

fall of 1970 and tried individualized instruction in paragraph writing. By

the spring semester they had written units about selecting and limiting topics

for paragraphs and writing thesis statements and various kinds of paragraphs.

They began with a review of sentence writing--actually a summary of my course,

as we were to discover laterand ended with the writing of an expository

essay. They, too, dispensed with lectures and chose instead to work with

students individually by acting as tutors themselves and using students as

tutors. Gradually several of our other colleagues have joined us in this pro-

gram.
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What has happened Is that all of us function as tutors and diagnosticians.. By

testing, observation, and evaluation, we watch each student's progress or lack of

it and decide what his next step should be. A student not doing well in paragraph

writing may come into my class for help, or I might encourage a student to try paragraph

writing, especially after he has completed the first six units in my text. I might

mention at this point that our students are placed where they can function best either

by scores on our placement test or on a writing pretest I wrote with Bob Mehaffy. Of

the 1,500 students entering, about one-third are ready for essay writing and two-thirds

need extra help. Of the two-thirds approximately one-fourth go into the sentence

writing course and the remainder into the paragraph writing course. If we discover later

in the semester that students are misplaced, we move them immediately into the course

where they belong.

In a seven-semester period approximately 1,200 sudents enrolled in the sentence

writing course. Almost half completed the course. Of this group about two-thirds

completed one or more of our other writing courses. An additional one-sixth of the

total number enrolled but did not complete sentence writing; however, they did complete

one or more of our writing courses. We had, then, about a 60 percent completion rate.

Approximately forty percent withdrew or received no credit. In this period many students

enrolled two, three, four, even five, times because they can work at their own pace, and

they can enter and leave as they choose. Sometimes they enter, try working a few weeks

but drop out, usually because they "hate" English and cannot make themselves learn any-

thing about it. When they express such intense dislike, I let them pour uut their

feelings and then try to help them see that whether they take the course or not is entirely

their decision. If they are not ready at the time, they can return at any future time.

Some will stay after they have shared their frustrations with me, but some will leave

and return the next semester or a year or two later, When they return, they tell me that

they are really going to work hard, and they usually do.
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This kind of flexibility is extremely important to help students realize

they can and must make decisions for themselves. Sometimes it takes a long time

for them to arrive at this point, especially those whose self-concept is very

low. They have to learn how to study, how to determine when they have prepared

themselves sufficiently for the tests at the end of each of the nine units in

the course, and 1,-,w to face these Unit Reviews without apprehension. They can

develop a positive attitude toward their learning experience and acquire motiva-

tion if they are helped to experience success as they do the lessons covering

single concepts in each unit. If they do not experience a series of little

successes, they give up quickly because they have proved to themselves once

again they are stupid; their only course of action is to drop the course, They

are very different from the adequately motivated students who work largely by

themselves or in small grouns and who do not hesitate to ask questions ',hen

they need help.

The reasons why some students feel inadequate are many. Frequently their

personal problems interfere with their being students. For, example, a young

man limped into class on a Thursday and hoped I would excuse his absence on

Monday and Tuesday because he had been shot in the leg that preceding weekend.

He assured me that he was getting along well. Women with families either have

sick children or trouble getting a baby sitter or serious financial problems.

Men frequently tell me that their homes are so noisy that they hay.. no place

to study except in my classroom or the library. I sometimes wonder how these

people can ever get enough time to concentrate on being students.

Others have been educationally deprived, and the results can be devastating.

However, they can learn to write competently if they learn grammar and syntax

as a basis for understanding how language functions and how they can then manipu-

late it to serve their purposes. Among the growing number who advocate a guided
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course of study is John C. Mellon, for example, who has found that practice with

specific structures, even though students may not remember formal names, improves

their ability to write fairly complex sentences. They have to learn about con-

structions which usually appear in written, not spokenllanguage. He reported

his findings in his NCTE Research Report No. 10. The late Franci5 Christensen

also used a patterned approach to examining and generating sentences. In his

article The Course in Advanced Composition for Teachers," (College Composition

and Communication, May, 1973, p,, 165), he emphasized the need for a better

understanding of sentences and paragraphs "based on grammar and focused on

rhetorical function." Many teachers, linguists, and professors in teacher-

training colleges have pointed to the necessity of students having some general

knowledge of grammar so that they can use a dictionary efficiently, punctunte

with confidence, and study a foreign language without having to be taught the

characteristics and functions of English first.

These teachers also recognize individual differences in abilities to use

language. The reasons for these differences are explored in Psycholinguistics

(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1970) by James Deese, who looks at language

from the linguistic, psychological, nnJ sociological viewpoints. Beginning

with the statement that "a language is a sec of sentences," (p. 1) he traces

the development of language from infancy to adulthood and emphasizes several

times the need for adult stimulation in the growth of a child's normal linguis-

tic function. Without it, he says, "children are retarded both in linguistic

and motor development. Special training for these children later on seems to

help make up some but not' all the defect." (p. 63) He discusses a 1961 study

by Basil Bernstein, English sociologist, who found that middle and upper class

people use what he calls a formal style--careful speech, highly structured,

because these people play intellectual games with language." As a ref.ult, it
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becomes analytic as well as descriptive and deals with abstractions in intricate

detail. In contrast, restricted or public language--the speech mode of the

lower class with a limited syntax--serves mainly for descriptions, and speakers,

having little motivation to make meaning clear, find it difficult to state

analytic arguments and abstractions within its limits. Deese questions whether

Bernstein exaggerates the possible stylistic differences but concedes that there

are gradations of style which can be characterized by the two extremes.

(pp. 79-80) It would seem, then, that the student from the middle or upper

class family would do well writing spontaneously and discovering his own style

because he has lived with and used a language with which he can express his

ideas. The deprived student, on the other hand, has limited language experi-

ence to call upon when he tries to write his thoughts. He may know what he

feels and wants to say, but he experiences great frustration because he cannot

begin to put the necessary words on paper. This is the student, then, s'ho can

profit from the guided approach if he wants to learn.

Deese substantiates this idea as he discusses a study by Lenneberg (1967),

who concluded, after gathering evidence 'f the effects of brain damage on lin-

guistic abilities, that the primary develcpment of language comes to an end some

time around puberty and that further changes in language are entirely tne result

of leaKning. Lenneberg says further that a person who has not acquired the

ability 0 use language effectively by his middle twenties probably will never

acquire it. (p. 58)

In comparing the language of children and adults, Deese discusses findings

of other studies. One, for example, is that children's early sentences are

short because the children's memory span is short. Even though adults produce

long, complicated sentences, children are able to understand them by simplifying

them, breaking them down into smaller parts. However, Deese points out, "The
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development of elaborate sentence structure is a necessity." (p. 69) The grow-

ing child adds more and more words to his sentences just as the traveler feels

the need to learn more of a foreign language because the phrase book becomes

very limiting. He says, in addition, that ". . the motivation for elabora-

tion of syntactic structures is not so much functional as it is simply the

result of internal pressure to that for which the srecies is natively adapted."

(p. 70)

This internal pressure may account in part for the motivation many students

have when they enter a writing class for acquiring new techniques to make their

papers effective. Many of them tell me that they want to sound like profes-

sional writers. They can if they learn to use constructions seldom found in

spoken language. According to Andrew MacLeish, University of Minnesota, these

include participial modifiers, infinitive and absolute phrases, and noun clauses

at the beginning of a sentence to embed an idea rather than express it in a

subordinate clause or another sentence, and students may accomplish greater

economy by using nonrestrictive modifiers and appositives. Pointing out that

speaking and writing are fundamentally different, MacLeish says that "the writer

has an obligation to great accuracy; the reader demands more exactness becatse

writing is edited and permanent. Speech, on the other hand, is unplanned,

improvised, and temporary. Ue can conclude, then, that only immature writing

follows patterns of spoken English. To 'write as you hear it and speak it' is

not altogether a good maxim....Thus, the interference of speech in writing is

one of the major problems in composition teaching....Aecordingly the compost-,

tion course must impart specific skills in using devices employed in good

written English. Without giving editirg priority over the more basic process

of free writing, the composition teacher should aim at increasing sensitivity

to structure and to alternatives to structure." (MacLeish, Andrew. "Some
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Structures for Written English," English Journal, September, 1969, pp. 877-891.)

Another benefit of this guided learning of grammar and syntax is that

students can improve and enlarge their reading comprehension by using syntactic

clues. In discussing an unpublished study on the recall of sentences, conducted

by Dr. Roger Wales of the University of Edinburgh in 1964, I. M. Schlesinger

said Dr. Wales presented sentences in three parts, divided in two ways, to his

subjects and tested their comprehension of each kind. This is an example:

(1) The very old man

was always sitting down

on one of the big chairs.

(2) The very old

man teas always sitting

down on one of the big chairs.

In the first example, the first line is the subject man and its modifiers;

the second line is the verb was sitting and two adverbial modifiers always

and down, and the last one is two prepositional phrases on one and of the

big chairs. In the second version the subject man was moved to the second line

with the verb was sitting and the adverb always, and the adverb down was moved

to the third line. Dr. Wales found that sentences "were significantly easier

to learn when p.esented as in (1) than when presented as in (2). Apparently,

it is easier to stote in memory units in which a sentence is normally decoded,

i.e., f.:11e syntactical constituents which form the parts presented in (1)."

(Schlesinger, I. M. Sentence Structure and the Reading Process. The Hague,

Netherlands: Mouton & Co. N.V., Publishers, 1968, p. 27.)

In his own experiments Schlesinger found that a person's understanding of

a word group as well as his recognition of the grammatical units is important

for comprehension. (p. 43) In addition, he learned that long sentences may be
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troublesome, especially for beginning readers, but that short sentences can be

difficult to read because they seem to be "cut up." (p. 79) In another experi-

ment he learned that indiscriminately simplifying complex sentences may cause

reading problems because the reader cannot link or consolidate ideas the way

the writer can if the writer shows these reInti.onships by using appropriate

grammatical units and structure signal words. (p. 119) One other investigation

he reports pertains to a stylistic factor--beginning sentences with what he

calls "semantically indeterminate words, words thaL- do not give the reader an

immediate clue about what the sentence is saying." (pp. 142-143) He gives

this sentence as an example:

After addressing the House of Commons, Mr. Churchill

left for a meeting with the Chief of Staff.

He points out that the subject of addressing is unknown to the reader until

he gets to the main part of the sentence and reads Mr. Churchill. If, however,

the sentence were written like this,

After Mr. Churchill addressed the House of Commons, he

left for a meeting with the Chief of Staff.

the reader's recognition and comprehens4.on would occur more rapidly as he

reads, "After Mr. Churchill addressed . ." (p. 143) Obviously, these kinds

of syntactic clues and others, such as recognizing prepositions, conjunctions,

and subordinators so that they read word groups instead of single words, are

usable if students learn characteristics and function of language.



To help students learn grammar and syntax, I stress the understanding of the

function of language and interrelate the theory so that the students experience

building their knowledge In small, sequential steps. I must emphasize that I am

not teaching grammar in the traditional way. .Instead 1 constantly relate their

learning of grammar to sentences which they either analyze or generate themselves.

This approach is similar to that used by music teachers who give students little

songs to play as soon as they begin their study and then add related practice exercises

so that they can learn theory as well. In addition, I ask students to spend at least

four hours a week in class so that they get continuing practice just as they do

when they take music lessons. Those who come sporadically are bored by going back

over lessons they had read but remember in unusable fragments.

To develop the sequential steps I spent the first two years listening to students'

responses to the exercises I had written and learning where these exercises or

individual sentences were not in a logical sequence for the students' clear under-

standing. For example, the first version had passive verbs with transitive verbs' in

a very early lesson in the book. Students could understand transitive verbs but found

passive verbs impossible. By the time they get to Unit Seven in the present text,

they are able to cope with passive verbs. Another segment moved to a later part of

the book was the:, lesson on fragments. Originally they were discussed with sentence

errors--comma fault (splice) and run-ons--in the section on coordination; however,

because fragments are often dependent clauses and verbal phrases, students could not

understand them and how to revise them. Parallel structure also had been in the

unit on coordination, but very few were able to write parallel structures even

though they could write compound sentences. As a result, parallel structures are

discussed In detail toward the end of the book where they seem to present no major

problem. Another stumbling block was varbals\and verbal phrases. Since-these

constructions now folfow-the unit on subordination, most students-work With them

easily because-they have learned to combine-ideas and'to make an Independent-Clause

a phrase or a dependent clause.
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In addition, I wrote and rewrote exercise; to give students experience with

single concepts. For example, I originally had an exercise in which students were

to identify adjectives and adverbs. One student told me that he could learn more

. easily If he could find only adverbs first. I rewrote the exercise by div'Jing it

into two parts so that he could find adjectives in one part and adverbs in another

part. By the time he had finished these exercises he was able to find both adjectives

and adverbs in one sentence. He could see their relationship to the words they

were modifying. To help him even further, I showed him how he could use the basic

sentence patterns to Identify the nouns and verbs first; the remaining words then

were modifiers which he could label. Another student, a conscientious middle-aged

mantlpointed out in an exercise on punctuation with compound sentences that I had

included one with three independent clauses instead of the usual two. He felt that

this sentence at that point was confusing. I immediately moved it to the next

exercise on punctuation with words in a series.

This kind.of detail may seem inconsequential to many people, especially to those

who have always used language easily and who believe that students should be able

to read an explanation and then look at an unlabeled example and match the explanation

to the example; however, students with deficient language backgrounds cannot cope

with this kind of abstraction. If they cannot get an explanation which they can under-

stand, their only alternative is to give up or become hostile, They must have each

step In the thought process listed, labeled, and demonstrated as concretely as

possible. Then they must have the opportunity immediately to apply what they have

learned. In other words, using the order of Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives,

they must experience-recognition and acquire knowledge as they-study the lessons;

then:in-doing the exercises- they must apply this information. In late,' exercises

whiOh-comblne=two at Moko-tonceOtt'thoY-learn' to analyze incrthus-atAtilre a working

knoWlidgebf WhatlenguagelS'and how'It'fun-O'tions. hêrésOl t IsthCthey-eveñ-

tuàliy canrI5t Ideas to one anotherir lone sentences that they write, and they

can'read toffipticated=ifleCes of With comprehension.



Because I agree with James Deese that language is a set of sentences,
I begin

ky course by defining a sentence.
I explain that it is a simple declarative state-

ment bat has a subject and a predicate. Next, I show students how to identify verbs

and nouns withlosentences by using simple tests. Immediately afterward they apply

these tests to word groups to determine whether they are sentences; and then they

learn, the first:two sentence patterns, one with the intransitive verb and the other

with the transitive verb and direct object. One lesson demonstrates the combining

of two sentences by eliminating unnecessary words and writing either a compound

subject or a compound predicate. Other lessons give detailed explanations of and

experience with nouns and verbs, the basic elements of sentences. In two lessons

Introduce jceLySenteCes, a method of analyzing sentences which students memorize

as it is developed In the first three units. Only by recognizing subject and verb

can they find their way in the maze of phrges and clauses that make up later

sentences. By the time they finish this unitrthey understand the simple sentence

well.

Then they are ready for modifiers-- adjectives and adverbs -- discussed in the

second unit. I stress,that they are additions to the basic sentence patterns and

show the relationship of these modifiers to the nouns and verbs An the sentence. I

am not merely discussing the parts of speech in isolation and hoping by some magic

happening that students will understand the relationship of all these parts to the

whole sentence. Instead I constantly relate-the parts to a structure.

The third unit covers the remaining sentence patterns and provides a summary of

all the sentence patterns and Sentence Keys for analyzing sentences. It-5k/es details

about-the=diffeeences between indirect object-and object'coMplement and establishes

the foUndatIon:lor-u*SIng ObjeCtiVe case orthe pronoun` for the indlreCt object,

although' cease- -nbt'menttonad.
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The fourth unit on coordination is often a test of the student's understanding

of basic sentence patterns and simple sentences'as he combines these into compound

sentences and uses appropriate punctuation. Those who have a firm foundation in

using Sentence Keys to find subject-verb combinations move quickly through this unit;

those who have not accepted the need to be consistent in learning about language

have to review lessons In the first three units, and often must go back to Noun

Tests and Verb Tests, before they can complete the unit successfully. This unit

demonstrates very well that learning is not linear for most people and that they

must be Wped to acquire a sequential pattern.

The fifth unit on pronouns and subject-verb agreement, by contrast with preceding

units, appears to be easy for most students even if their oral usage of pronouns

does not follow the written conventions. By using the charts and identifying the

forms of pronouns as noun substitutes--Noun subject, Noun subject complement, Noun

direct object, Noun indirect object, Noun object complement, Noun object of the preposi-'

Lion --in sentence patterns, they accept using the objective case as object of the

preposition or indirect object even if it sounds strange to them In such sentences as

*Dan gave Dick and I (me) tickets to the game. They learn to recognize that the ()Ir..

jective form fits into the sentence pattern in that slot. Those who have problems with

subject-verb agreement often resolve their difficulties by reviewing prepositional

phrases and singular and plural forms of verbs in present and present perfect tenses;

The sixth unit on subordination is another test of the students' understanding of

subject-verb combinations in independent clauses. Once again, those, who have good

understandiq move through this unit comfortably because they understand how to use

subordinating conjunctions and relative pronouns to- relate an idea to an-indopenAent

clause. Those who struggle need review of-Sentence Keys and basic sentence patterns.

In addii1On,lheY-have to accent iidOed-§rOup-Aa dependenttAiiise--as a

mOdifler be*AS-anoUni---TheltfUden'teAb7get-to-thls-p6Intlibt, contlrfue-to wa64 e_
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are the ones who learn for the moment, who learn items In isolation. Usually their

problem Is not inability to understand but a reluctance to exert themselves to build

a framework of reference. They acquire, for fleeting moments, bits and pieces but

never a usable whole. The way I help them is to answer their questions by showing

them the earlier lessons which contain the information they should know if they expect

to understand the system of language.

The seventh unit, covering passive verbs, verbals, and sentence editing, is the

beginning of the last third of the book, a section which helps students refine their

writing by revising and editing with confidence. After they have learned how and why

to subordinate one idea to another, they work well with verbal phrases and enjoy them.

For many it Is a high point in the course because their writing begins to sound more

like that of professional writers. Those who have difficulty have to review verb

parts to learn about present participles and gerunds, past participles, and infini-

tives. In addition, a detailed examination of verb forms helps them see that the past

participle, used without the auxiliary verb, functions as a modifier. Those who

contilue to be bdtildered by verbal phrases have not learned to evaluate ideas in

relation to one another. It is necessary to give them more experience with combining

sentences, either by giving them additional exercises or by having them write sentences

of their own.

The eighth unit on punctuation and capitalization is definitely a measure of

a student's accomplishment. If he can use a comma with a conjunction or a semicolon.

between two independent clauses, or if he can use a comma confidently after an intro-

ductory adverbial clause, he evidently has acquired concrete information aboOt language

and the conventions of written language. It functions as a review of all therpunctUA-

tion-the Student has-learned In the firSt seven units,.

1`he` last nit 'cOVaelng-point-orvIew, ithA editing, provides °the firs l

-touches -for iiffe-Ctliie"Wt1IIng.;:3tOdenti- Who have dffficiiitOOth--POIOC6f view eiamine

again'Va--rb=l&rMS:'1164'-prohounS. pa'ralleNfrucfure-b&tlariAtiami-they-relew
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coordination. They sometimes lose sight of the fact that parallel structures have

equal value, but the unit on coordination seems to refresh their approach to evaluating

ideas and balancing them in paeallei structures. By the time they get to the last

lessons in which they edit sentences, they are usually fairly relaxed about depending

on their own Judgment to determine whether t1-..31r sentences are satisfactory. But

there are always some who continue to ask whit is correct or incorrect, and they have

to be told patiently that there are many possible versions of every sentence and that

what is finally written depends on what the writer himself wants to say.

At the end of each unit are X-TRAS, optional exercises for more experience with

application of thy, concepts. In addition, I provide supplementary exercises which

students may do for even more practice. Some of them do all of these in preparation

for the Unit Reviews, which test their mastery of the concepts in the unit. If they

get 85 percent on Form A, they go on to the next unit. If they get less than 85

percent on Form A, they_correct It by reviewing lessons and getting help from the tutors

or me. When they feel they are prepared, they take porn 8. Most students get 85

percent easily on Form B. I, !ia not average the students' grades in determining the

final grade. At any time during the semester I can say that a student is earning at

least a B because he has had to earn 85 percent on each Unit Review before going on

to the next one. There is no reason to penalize them by averaging in low scores.

Each Unit Review is an inventory of what the students have accomplished and what

they have yet to learn. For those who believe they are failures when thry receive

65-or 75 percent, I poirit out that they have to learn only another 10 or 20 percent to

master the'unit.

The s'tudents"are'under no preisure to complete'theSe'Untt ile(ileOs'in a certain

length of time because we are-testing their knoWledget net-their-tpeed. 'If they- cannot

cOniffletehe-U-riteReViewin-a0o0r0---ihey'can--turn Ihe'test1W-Wihe-test monitor :-and

-retUen'the'nektday-'&0611Witilf-they-Siiddenly?caniftWreffiamber4ncithing-WHO'theY'

.faCe=the'teit;f7IhWaiakurrilinf'-go'ofit'A6istbdY then-4-eiuWwhatvthey-feerffieY:
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are ready to take the test. When they take some of the later tests in which they

write fairly complicated sentences of their own, I encourage them to look at their

tests the next day and reread the sentences. If they wish to rewrite, they may.

1 wart them to feel that their work represents the best that they can do before I

examine it. The reason for my concern Is that many students face tests with great

apprehension -- imcalled for apprehension. We have had a few men'and women burst into

tears as they finally decide to take the first Unit Review, even though we have

worked closely with them and know that they are well prepared. The point is that

they do not know they are prepared, and they do not want to prove to themselves

again that they are failures. I sometimes help them relieve some of this tension

by working with them through Form A
1

with the understanding that they will complete

Form B by themselves. In addition, I urge all students to use a dictionall, as

they work on the Unit Review. They soon realize that I expect them to learn to

apply the concepts but not to memorize every single detail, such as knowing all

noun plural forms or irregular verb forms. The result of what some people

derisively call "babying" is that these students prove to themselves that they

are capable of learning to write effectively. When they finally gat Insight into

what grammar and syntax is all about, they frequently ask why some one did not

them that "it was so easy."

Once the students gain control of writing sentences, they seem to write any

number of their own confidently. The first of two big hurdles they next face as

they enter the composition course is
learning to organize their ideas for writing paragraphs and essays, As a result,

we work on the writing of topic sentences and thosis statements and relating

--development to these structures. An effective approach --*one=thatjrancis

thrlitensen-develOped ---is-gaining an'underitanding of-level'of generality_

-6iee'the-reietionship- 6f-ideas. With preCtiCe-they -soon-WriteaccePtahle

t6plc sentences' aridAhetTi'sfefem6n6

-The-seiendUedfelefiiihkin61-6116pics-lOW ti-ateol.- Herd Is wl ere:

1 adt0i6OnitYta(04,11-06trA19:6fft'fve:- Iiiingqii-64064015f
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Aristotle's topics of invention and the who, what, when, where, why and how

that journalists ask, I ask the student what his interests are or what course

he enjoys the most. When he names a topic, I ask him to write it down. Then

I ask him more questions about the topic to develop specific details, and he

writes these down. it Is very easy, then, to show him that he has generated the

elements for a thesis statement and an outline-of his paper. The first time

students do this they look at the paper with wide-eyed astonishment, and they

become very enthusiastic about beginning their writing or going to the library

to get specific information. The next time many can organize their papers them-

selves, but some want to experience this guided approach each time they begin a

paper. Either they work with the tutors or me or with their friends.

This one-to-one contact is invaluable for the teacher as well. In talking

with the students and reading their rough drafts, I can be the audience or the

editor, trying to understand what the writer is saying. I can help-them clafify

points, develop coherence, and revise sentences simply by exchanging Ideas with

them. I do not proofread their papers. I might mention that I see a pronoun

reference problem or a misplaced modifier or a misspelled word, If they do not

understand what I am talking about, we refer to an appropriate section in the

lessons I have prepared or to a dictionary. What I am trying to help them learn

Is how to use handbooks and references to gain insight and understanding Instead

of depending on a teacher to get-an answer to a single problem or_questian._,9iti

this kind of guidance, they learn how to prepare an effective essay, and they

-leavetheclass confident that they can write paper's for any of their-other classes.

An iMpOrtant part-Of;this program is Instructional aldes-so-that students can

get individual help -when theit-need-it. 'IndlvidUalIzediriStrtiCtIWCan operate:with-

'alit -aides 'f;'t4ie 660rsenlete'rials-are-'well-delleloned andqhateaCher'hat'on-iy ten'

stUderiti Out if enr1 Ityrn-t 'Is neethill t.6ct rie6ds;111113----ssisvei'b1 limes

Aluring-theelast'he4 ,-/t1 ey;:°not7ther'frialvtdOblied-instroCtion'programk=settAhe

demand for-instruCtional aides.
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My aides, the tutors come from several sources, and they are for the most part

unpaid. As I mentioned earlier, my first tutors were students from California State

University, Sacramento. The first year was ideal because
I had one tutor for each six

to ten students. But when other community colleges In the area learned about my

program and also wanted tutors, I could get only about half the nomber that I needed.

However, at the same time, I discovered that tutor.; could be recruited from among the

students in composition and literature courses at American River College. Now, as my

colleagues and I teach these courses, we are perpetually on the lookout for students

we think would make good tutors. Then, at the end of the semester, we take these

students aside and invite them to help us during the next semester. Flattery, we

have found, is the best approach. And we have encouraged our other colleagues to

recommend promising prospects because the instructors of remedial writing classes who

do not teach advanced composition and literature must look to other instructors as a

source of .4tutors.

At first I enrolled my tutors in an Independent Studies program for which they
.

received college credit. Then I developed a course called Teacher Aides in English,

which the tutors now enroll in. In one semester 60 to 65 students register. But once

again, I soon learned that my supply of tutors was limited. One reason was that not

all students wanted to tutor in my classes, though they did want to-tutor in the

paragraph, composition, or reading classes. Another reason was that my colleagues

decided that they too would like to have tutors In their, classes.

As our programs at American River College have grown, we have needed more help.

We are able to get some paid tutors- thrOugh our 'tutoring Center, -in addition we have

paid "paraprofessionals-;"- This is,a Classification of an-instructional-aide-made

'poSSlii.feAW the-CaltfOrMa-Fong 15111'(A81171)- Which permlWuse-of Itittrueilonal

aides I n the Class room -W1 th---614141-t t teat her pee Seit t haVe rent

stren4060d bitaiise -we 'have -0M66rie we" CO' count- onto' haiidleibMe-Of-the oe-pe'r
wO'r1('

and to--act as I iOn'.:-autio-r4;t5iff,----eittidr cbI 16a p I-6ht etA of them=r44ho
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In the program. We are freed to work with the students individually, and we are

able to answer the tutor's questions as they arise.

Although the paid instructional aide should be well educated, tutors do not

have to be experts to be competent. In fact, several of my tutors have been former

students in my classes. The instructor working with tutors has to realize that he Is

taking on another kind of student when he acquires a tutor. If he cannot accept the

tutor in this way, he will feel the program is n.)t working.

The best approach for the tutor is to let him try to function as a teacher and

leader with a small group or individual students and to learn to relate to the students

individually.. As he is forced to answer questions and to find enough words to

explain a point, he quickly realizes what his responsibilities are. Because my

materials are complete, the tutors are able to find answers to most of their questions

in the lessons and by using the index. In just two weeks those who have not taken

the course themselves are able to 90 through the units and to .answer questions easily

for the first six units. Usually 1 have to help them with the lesson on verbal phrases.,

Even though tutors may have had extensive preparation In their subject, they are

apprehensive as they begin tutoring because they take their responsibility to the

students seriously. Often they are unsure of themselves because they do not know what

to expect In the classroom. The apprehension sometimes lasts only a week or two, or

it may increase for a week or two and then gradually subside. By the end of the first

month it is usually gone.

As the apprehension subsides, most tutors become exhilarated, as if they have

conquered a mountain peak. Their exhilaration may alternate-with doubt as they find

they do-not know every answer or at certain students do not respond or progress at

the'-rate the-tutor 'thinks At!appropriate. frequently they Arrange to meet Students

extea'hours-becaute they-want the stlidents-to succeed. For some the

-tUrning'pbirif.- If they haVe-been Considering'teethIng as -a profeStien, 'they-either

-beCoMe'dalcatedf_to-'teaChing-'or-deCide-eMphatiCaliY-4haCte*Chlrig'it'700Cfor-lihdM.-
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The experience is also excellent for any student, business majors, for example, who

may be in a supervisorial position later on.

The tutors I have had have ranged in age from elghteen-year-olds, new to college,

to men and women in their fifties and sixties. Many of the women who have children

of their own relate well to the students. The men who have retired from military

service are effective. They appear to be quietly authoritative, yet show sincere con-

cern for the students having extreme difficulty. The young men are appealing to the

female students and relate well to the male studenii". The young women sometimes allow

themselves to be belittled by male students who try to make the girls scurry around

and serve them. All of them, however, fulfill the students' need for a group leader.

As I place students as tutors in other classes, I try to make sure that they

have adequate backgrounds for what they will teach. If the tutors want to work In the

composition or reading courses, I find out whether they have completed these courses

themselves. They are much more satisfied with their experience when they are fai'r'y

well prepared, and they do not burden the instructor..

Although we have been able to work well with tutors who are only adequately

prepared, we find that the paid instructional aide should be very well trained. Ours

are master's degree candidates. As a result, they have had courses like advanced

composition and linguistics and are able to grade sentences and paragraphs students

originate according to the guidelines we have set. They can be flexible in their

approach to what the students have written, and they can talk knowledgeably with stu-

dents about the papers. They can also answer many of the tutors' questions. In a

room of 30 to 50 students, each hour there are-many, many questions.

In addition to having tutors work wIth'the students'In groups orin-dividually,

asOhem-to gMde-at least five Unit itevlaws each week so,that they learn how my

assistant'and-l-evaludttOdent0 ftt-pon5as and canth-en'Kelp tfudents-tofitttuakialy

coroWthele-tests, tilthebtl'hfs klAirbf--Oxporietleo-lbfoeS- -sohetlmos are-coiifoiod-

abouiViir A'OakidOor-antwar ts'-wrong -ariedei-tiiideiiis-60set iboutqho'way iho:=totts
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have been graded. Once again, it is the application of knowledge In a very practical

way that helps the tutor work effectively.

So that the tutors can share their experiences, I meet them as a group for one

hour a week. As they talk about their apprehensions, they soon learn that others

*are experiencing the same feelings. We also review course materials and examine the

supplementary exercises the students may complete. They receive B if they attend

class and weekly meetings regularly. If they miss class meetings, they are expected

to make up their time at other hours. They receive A if they write a summary of

their experiences and an appraisal of individualized instruction at the end of the

semester. If they have not fulfilled their obligations, they receive I (Incomplete).

They earn one-unit of credit for attending the weekly meetings and one unit for each

54 hours they spend tutoring during the semester. They can earn a maximum of four

units, and they can repeat the course once for the same number of units. To provide

-flexibility they may earn two to four units each semester.- AS a result,_some earn

two units a semester for four semesters.

instructors who want to teach sentence writing or paragraph writing sign-up for

sections of each of these"courses just as they do for composition or literature

courses, At the present-time we have four day sections and two evening sections of

sentence writing, each of which meets four-hours a week. In addition, we have approXi-

mately 40 sections of paragraph writing, a three -unit- course. When I began my program

I taught three sections of sentence writing by myself. After the three men joined our

staff and individualized their sections of paragraph writing, the four of us worked

'-together to-consolldate the program for two years, Then gradually our other colleagues,

- after some of fhemdecided-that we are not really-the-"Fear-some Foursome," joined -up;

'yovi we have-about'18 WOrkIng-with us. However, abobt thre-e'are'still,not-ha0-py With

the prog-raMr4rie'V 4116tii'de Wed' t'-c4tir rd-= began- to''-f-641,apare when ilia "01

c lees* ixpertitt 1 t're0 6:rtai 1 or. -',The four 6frus--koow:the

is '6 Cliy; '-and we' knok4''''t1i'St
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ask other Instructors why they do not also individualize instruction. The students

are convinced,that they have*a fair chance to complete each course because they get

the help they need as they work on each unit.

Although our program is different from those I have heard about as I have attended

NCTE and four C's meetings, there are many English teachers who have individualized

Instruction in their classes successfully. In addition, many teachers In other

disciplines, using Dr. Fred Keller's "recipe" for personalized instruction, now work

with students individually In many courses. For further information about the work

being done by Dr. J. Gilmour Sherman, who is co-founder of PSI with Dr. Keller and

now the director of the Center for Personalized Instruction at Georgetown University,

you might like to subscribe for the PSI Newsletter to learn about what is happening

everywhere.

At the presentttime my three colleagues and I are making plans to offer two

sections of a modular Freshman English program in which students will work on sentence

writing, paragraph writing, and essay writing in the same classroom, We are trying

this approach so that we can erase completely the stigma of a student having to enroll

In a remedial course even though our positive approach in our present program has

eliminated the term "bonehead" English completely, Each section will meet six hours

a week and have 50 students. We will work in teams of two together with an adequate

number of tutors so that all students get as much help as they need every time they

come to Mass. After giving the students our Writing Pretest, we will give them the

appropriate course unit and watch their progress. If they have difficulty er find

the material too easy, we will simply,give them a course unit to match their needs.

We anticipate no-Insurmountable problemi. If any'Problems'do arise, we-will do-what

we have done in-the-pat--analyze theM and resolve them'by-using whatever'alternatives

we thinkzmay' be idtlifattory. =I fl-theii=d6 not wdtki ire-t411 rthi

agatifialtd -6v-eti-another t I me=iiiif II We-- ha$Ahe 'pi-ogearivrprililtivsmoothly. it/6 never g Ve

up _beeause we knOW--We---wi 11- f ind 'the ansWer-.
t


